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Commodities Monthly Relative performance
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Dollar Index Soars as Euro Tanks on Italian Political Risks
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 Some of Italy's main parties said there was now a chance that President Sergio
Mattarella could dissolve parliament in the coming days and send Italians back to
the polls as early as July 29.

 The U.S. Dollar
Index hit 95 on 29-
May, its highest
level since July
6, 2017 as Political
risks in Italy drove
the Euro to a multi-
month low against
the U.S. Dollar.
Safe-haven buying
because of these
same risks
underpinned the
Japanese Yen
against the U.S.
Dollar.



Why is Indian Rupee looking Nervous?
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 The Indian rupee fell below 68.50 against the U.S. dollar last month. So
far in 2018, the Rupee has lost 6%, reversing gains it notched up in 2017.

 The first point to take note of is that PFC flows into India have turned
negative. Permanent Foreign Currency(PFC) Flows is the sum of our
current account deficit, foreign direct investment, and foreign portfolio
investment in equity.

 This measure was positive between FY15 and FY17, but turned negative
in FY18 – a trend that is expected to accelerate in FY19. Higher oil prices
and tepid Indian exports could pressure the CAD, while global monetary
tightening, domestic politics and

global geopolitics could restrain

capital inflows. By some estimates,

permanent foreign currency outflows

could hit $45 billion this year, a level

not seen since FY13.



Rupee depreciates as PFC flows expected to be negative 
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 Second problem is Market Positioning. There is an overhang of
accumulated long-Rupee positions and carry seeking positions in the
market. Carry trade essentially involves borrowing in a currency where
interest rates are low to invest in currencies where rates are high. A key
determinant in the success of such a strategy is a stable or appreciating
currency.

 The accumulated carry positions in the Indian market amount to about
$120 billion between FY14 and FY18. Such positions include:
Foreign portfolio investments in debt: increased by $44 billion since 

FY14;
Non resident deposits: increased by $37 billion since FY14;
Selling by exporters;
Unhedged foreign currency debt;
Speculative positions betting on rupee appreciation.

 At least some of these positions are nervous and exiting, adding to
concerns over the permanent foreign currency outflows. The over-arching
goal should be to increase permanent foreign currency inflows. Such
inflows are better quality global savings that can be channeled into
productive investments.



World Central Bank Rates
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 All major central banks are meeting in June for Interest Rate Decision.



Global Economic calendar – June 2018
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(All timings in IST)



Outlook on Precious Metals
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Precious-Metals Review of May

 Precious metals prices are all under pressure on the back of a stronger
dollar, firmer US treasury yields and a general low level of investor
engagement across markets.

 The dollar index has broken out of the base it has been in this year. It is
too early to say whether the rally will last, but while it does; it is a negative
factor for Gold prices.

 North Korea’s efforts to appease South Korea have on the surface reduced
geopolitical tensions, but we question whether the North Korea / US
summit will be as successful.

 The geopolitical situation in the Middle East is once again on a knife-edge
over whether the US will stand by the Iranian Nuclear deal. Any
breakdown in the deal could see tensions rise quickly.

 Gold prices are generally holding up well, but lack of upside progress may
mean they need to test to see where support lies.

 Silver prices rebounded on short covering, but they have since broken
lower, which does not bode well unless it was just an overshoot ahead of
the FOMC meeting.
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Gold COT Chart Suggests Next Move Will Trigger A 
Mega Breakout
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 We believe it is a matter
of time until commercial
traders increase their
short positions. We
believe it is a matter of
time until gold breaks
out.

 Every time in the last 18
months that those
positions have dropped
below current readings it
resulted in a strong
uptake in their short
positions which lead to
explosive price moves.
We have indicated the 3
most important instances
with the orange boxes.
Each time price moved
significantly higher.





Gold Pre-review for June

 There are potential bullish and bearish developments that could
unfold in the short term, but for now the stronger dollar, higher US
treasury yields and the early-May FOMC meeting have been
weighing on sentiment and as such prices are back at the bottom of
the recent range. Looking at the chart since the start of 2016, Gold
prices are generally holding up in high ground, so we would not get
too bearish. We continue to expect dips to remain well supported.

 Daily chart of Gold prices shows the resistance line ($1,365/oz)
continues to cap the upside and with prices unable to break
higher, they are now testing the downside again. The upper of the
three uptrend lines has been breached, which puts the bottom of
this year’s sideways range around $1,302/oz as the main support
level, followed by the middle uptrend line around $1,280/oz. The
potential large ‘W’-shaped base formation is still in place, but for
now the focus is whether prices can hold up in the sideways range
that has dominated this year.
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Silver Pre-review for June

 Interest in industrial metals has waned in recent months as economic
data has suggested a slowdown in global growth and with the dollar
strengthening and US treasury yields on the rise, the precious metals
are facing headwinds too. Silver prices are therefore suffering on two
counts – being an industrial metal and a precious metal. With the large
fund short position now reduced, but still fairly high, while the gross
long position is low but climbing, there is potential for further fund
buying to provide support, but the missing ingredient seems to be a
bullish catalyst.

 Silver prices are once again under pressure; prices have broken the
uptrend line and have breached the bottom of the recent trading
range, which ran down to $16.12/oz. A close below $16.12/oz would
target the December low at $15.623/oz. With the stochastics looking
weak, further price weakness cannot be ruled out, but the bottom of
the rectangle on the chart has done a good job of providing support on
at least five previous occasions, so we need to see if the 1st May
breach leads to follow-through weakness.
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Outlook on Energy
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Crude Oil Review of May
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 WTI Crude Oil advanced in initial days of the month to trade above $72, as
traders assessed escalating tensions in the Middle East, home to almost
half the world’s oil reserves.

 Saudi Arabia told OPEC that it has reduced crude output to the lowest
since a cartel-led group of nations began a coordinated effort to erase a
worldwide glut more than a year ago.

 The fear of potential supply disruptions and further geopolitical conflicts
developed and had positive impact on the prices.

 But, WTI Crude Oil took a deep dive below the key $66 per barrel level by
the end of the month as the long liquidation continued all the while hedge
funds continue to increase short bets for the 3rd consecutive week.

 The lack of a clear direction persists among crude oil traders today
following two consecutive weeks with losses and already shedding more
than 10% since multi-year tops near $73 seen earlier in the month.

 Again, it’s all about supply, whether it’s OPEC raising output or US.
increasing production, all roads lead to higher global oil supplies, which
are leaving oil traders shaking in their boots.



WTI Crude Oil output jumps to record 10.47 
million barrels per day in March
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 In U.S., bottlenecks in key shale plays such as the Permian Basin are
keeping record-breaking levels of output trapped.

 U.S. crude oil production jumped 215,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 10.47
million bpd in March, the highest on record



OPEC sends Crude Oil prices crashing 
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 Prices are falling after Saudi Arabia and Russia last week signaled they’ll
restore some of the output they halted as part of an accord with 22 other
nations. Most producers weren’t consulted about the proposal to revive
supplies..



Crude Oil Bulls Lose Heart as Mega Producers 
Signal More Supplies
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 It’s tough to stay positive on crude when the world’s three oil superpowers
are likely to increase production. Hedge funds are the least bullish on rising
West Texas Intermediate crude prices in almost seven months as American
output keeps breaking records, while Saudi Arabia and Russia signal they’re
getting ready to open the taps after more than a year of restraint.
Together, the three countries deliver roughly a third of global supplies.



Crude Oil Preview of June
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 It’s hard to get really excited in the short-term on the oil price, U.S.
production is surging, hitting record-highs every week. while Saudi Arabia
and Russia signal they’re getting ready to open the taps after more than a
year of restraint. Together, the three countries deliver roughly a third of
global supplies.

 OPEC and its allies are meeting later this month after the Saudis and the
Russians roiled crude markets with talk of production increases just as
their 2016 deal to drain a global glut appears to have achieved its goal. In
fact, Russia’s largest oil company is already testing capacity to bring
production back.

 Amid reports that OPEC will likely decide to start easing production quotas
after June 22 and an IEA forecast that electric vehicles will displace 2.5
million bpd in crude oil demand by 2030, We remain upbeat about the
future of oil prices, amid transport constraints in the U.S. shale patch as
well as companies’ prioritization of returning cash to shareholders over
investing in new production.



Outlook on Base Metals
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 LME base metals were trading mixed last month hurt by Italy’s political crisis
and a stronger dollar. Copper prices moved in rangebound as risk aversion
sentiment citing worsening political crisis in Italy weighed on the global
markets. Further, renewal of tensions between the US and china after Trump
administration stated that it will continue with tariffs on $50bn in Chinese
imports, exerted pressure on risky assets. However, sharp losses were
cushioned as China's industrial profits saw steady growth of 15 percent for the
January-April period rebounding sharply form a sluggish 3.1 per cent growth
in March.

 In recent production data The global refined copper balance for the first two
months of this year indicates a surplus of about 110,000t, a 12.8% drop YoY.
Refined demand increased 3.9% YoY to 3.77-million tonnes, outpacing
production growth in the same period of 3.3% to 3.88-million tonnes.

 In another development, India’s Tamil Nadu state was seeking a permanent
closure of a big copper smelter run by London-listed-Vedanta Resources after
13 people died in protests demanding the closure of the plant on
environmental grounds

21

Base-Metals Review of May



 In other metals, Lead headed for its biggest weekly increase since January
2017 as investors positioned for a deficit market and after a sharp decline in
available stocks. But during last week of may’18 month the Lead commodity
slid from higher levels as traders cashed in some profits accrued over the
week, but still managed to close the week in the green with flat to positive
notes during month of May’18. The big story last year was the shortfall in
zinc, and they’re often mined together, so lead is seeing an incremental loss
associated with the zinc mine supply problem.

 Aluminium prices have been sideways for much of the month after hitting a 7
year peak in April, after the US imposed sanctions on Russian aluminium
producer Rusal. Russian tycoon Oleg Deripaska stepped down as a director of
Rusal as part of a series of steps he hopes will persuade the U.S. government
to rescind the sanctions that have crippled his businesses. Rusal has asked the
Russian government to purchase some of its output, in an effort to alleviate
the pain inflicted by US sanctions. Ultimately massive uncertainty remains in
the aluminium market.

22

Base-Metals Review of May



the deadline for companies to wind down contracts with the Russian firm under U.S. sanctions.

 On Daily chart Prices had given breakout above its middle band decisively as well as momentum
oscillator shows strength in trend. Though any global supply factor/decision between U.S. & Russia
may affect cap some upside. But technically we expect prices may rise upside till 161-163 level in short
term. We keep our view moderate bullish untill Aluminium prices sustain above 154.50 level for short
term.
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Technical view on Aluminium

 Aluminium commodity
consolidated since last
few trading sessions due
to global supply/demand
factors. Global primary
aluminum output fell to
5.256 million tonnes in
April from a revised
5.372 million tonnes in
March. United Company
Rusal resumed shipping
aluminum to some
customers last week
following an extension of



 Copper:

 For upcoming trading session, we expect Copper prices overall remain
bullish because of easing tensions of U.S.-China trade war. Though the
copper refined production was increased in the major countries from
Chile, Peru, China. While higher demand from Global developing
countries, it may to cause supply tightness for upcoming trading sessions.
Hence we expect Copper prices may trade bullish for the month. We expect
MCX Copper prices trade in the range of 449-485 region.

 Aluminium:

 MCX Aluminum Prices expect to trade sideways with bullish momentum in
upcoming month, However, Russian’s Rusel may continue to supply
Aluminium metal in spot to its Clients post U.S. extended sanctions being
imposed. We expect MCX Aluminum prices may test upside till 161-162.80
level. On the downside 154.50-153 zone may act as short term supports.

 Nickel:

 We expect Nickel commodity may remain overall positive for the coming
month, due to prevailing higher demand for Nickel in the global markets as

24

Base metals Preview for June



 - compared to the supplies. Also lower inventories reported in the
LME warehouse has expect to cushion on prices. However, major
important factor that could cap major uptrend in Nickel prices are
easing sanctions on Russia by the U.S.’s treasury department, which
has extended deadline on the execution of sanctions. Thus, Nickel
prices expect to trade in the range of 930-1065 region.

 Lead:

 Though LME inventories moves steady on a monthly basis of Lead
commodity, The Lead prices had posted fastest single weekly gain
compare to other commodities. however it slid from higher levels as a
part of profit booking. China which is major supplier for lead in the
global markets may witness a fall in production for the coming
months, as its private mining sector are facing major disturbances
from local Govt. We expect MCX Lead price may test upside till
167.50-168.80 zone, while on the flipside it has short term supports
around 161.80-160.20 region.
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Base metals Preview for June



 Zinc:

 For June’18 month, we expect MCX zinc prices may trade negative due
to decline in cancelled warrants in the LME warehouse. While
Prevailing higher supply in the global markets also keeping pressure
on prices. The Chinese refineries which were closed due to
maintenance had reported higher zinc production for the month of
April as compared to the month of March. Thus, it would keep the
markets less tight. We expect MCX Zinc prices in the range of 203-215
region. We keep our view moderate bearish for upcoming trading
session.
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Base metals Preview for June



Outlook on Agri Commodities
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News and Updates
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 SOPA predicted 14% increase in Soybean cultivation area in the country with
forecast of normal monsoon.

 India's Agriculture growth dips by 4.5% in Q4.

 The government is considering creating a three million ton Sugar buffer stock
to help millers clear about Rs 22,000 crore dues to cane growers, the Food
Ministry said.

 Central Govt. Increases Procurement Limit for Chana & Masur.

 Northwest India may get 100% rains of LPA, central India 99%: IMD.

 IGC pegs 2018-19 global Grain supplies at 3-year low.

 MP Govt. Extends Masur and Chana Procurement Date Till 9th June - 2018.

 DGFT Allows 1.5 lakh Ton Tur Import from Mozambique In 2018-19.

 India's Cotton exports may hit 4-year high in 2017-18.

 India's Cotton yarn exports grew 7.21% in 2017.

 Global Cotton consumption may reach record high in 2018- 19: USDA.

 Maharashtra grants sale licences for 370 varieties of BT Cotton.

 India raises import duty on Wheat to 30%.



Outlook on Cotton
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 Domestic Cotton exports are likely to touch seven million bales in 2017-18 season, up about
27% from the earlier estimate, on likely surge in demand from China – Reports.

 India's Cotton sowing stood at 782,000 hectare till May 25 as compared to 1.12 million hectare
a year ago on delay in sowing operations in north India owing to late supply of canal water.

 India's 2018-19 acreage is seen lower this year as farmers of Maharashtra and Telangana may
plant less cotton since they suffered losses last year on Pink Bollworm pest infestation,

 One of the major points under focus is drought situation in Texas region of US. It is likely to
have severe impact on global Cotton supply, especially during August-October.

 The weather forecast of first fifteen days of June indicates no signs of rain, rather region could
witness excessive heat temperature. As per the government's climate report, South Texas is
likely to witness 'La Canicula' which implies severe high temperature and dry weather for next
few days. If this projection turns out to be true, then supply from US in this year will be
challenged.

 World Cotton consumption may rise to 26.7 MT in 2018-19: ICAC

 Looking at the current technical structure and higher consumption estimates against lower
production expectations, we advise traders to remain on buying side in Cotton futures.

 ICE Cotton futures has witnessed strong upside in recent times and currently holding the gains
which likely to support Cotton futures prices at MCX in the month of June.

 Strong support for MCX Cotton (June) seen at Rs.21800/Bales while it may resistance at
Rs.23800/Bales.



Technical Outlook on RM Seed
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 Above mentioned, Rm Seed NCDEX (June) Daily chart, Indicates that prices are currently in
bearish trend.

 It is likely to extend its downside in the month of June as well as historical monthly price cycle also
indicates selling pressure.

 Looking at the current Technical structure, we sense an overall bearish structure in the Rm Seed
prices. Prices are in the final stage of it’s bearish pattern.

 We expect prices to fall below Rs.3720/quintal levels on the selling pressure due to slow demand
at higher levels.

 We advise short term traders to hold their short positions for the ultimate price Target of Rs.3720
and 3580/quintal levels. Short term traders should accumulate their short position on every rise.

Rm Seed (Daily)



Technical Outlook on Jeera
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 Jeera futures prices extended with its recovery from lower levels in the month of May as well.

 Looking at the current technical structure, we expect prices to continue with its firm sentiments in the
month of June as well. It may test crucial resistance of Rs.17500/quintal level.

 Jeera price downfall is likely to be cushioned on healthy export demand following supply uncertainties in
other producing nations owing to geo-political turmoil in Syria.

 As per government data, Jeera exports during first 11 months of FY 2017/18 (Apr-Feb) is 124,394
tonnes, up 13.6% compared to last year exports volume for the same period.

 The Federation of Indian Spices Stakeholders (FISS) projected India's 2017-18 jeera output at 6.92 million
bags, up 19% on year on back of higher acreage and favourable weather.

 Crucial support for prices seen at Rs.15200/quintal levels. We don’t recommend fresh selling from
current levels. Traders can look for the opportunity to accumulate long position on dips.

Jeera (Daily)



Outlook on Guar Seed
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 Guar Seed NCDEX (June) futures prices traded with negative bias in the month of May on slow demand.

 Bearish Crude Oil prices and weak USD against Indian Rupee also pressurized the prices.

 Prices started witnessing downside after IMD and Sky met forecasted normal monsoon in India for the
upcoming season.

 Guar prices are directly linked to the monsoon and normal monsoon forecast from agencies likely to
pressurize the prices in the month of June as well.

 Looking at the recent historical price movement, we can see that Rs.3400-3500/quintal act as a strong
support zone for the prices.

 Looking at the current technical structure, we expect prices to continue with its bearish sentiments in
the month of June as well. It may test crucial support of Rs.3450/quintal level.

 Crucial support for prices seen at Rs.3580/quintal levels. We don’t recommend fresh buying from
current levels. Traders can look for the opportunity to accumulate short position on rise.

Guar Seed (Weekly)
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